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He llo , this is Alex Tetteh- Lartey with ' Arts and Africa'. Today's 
programme begins right here in London. The National Film Theatre is only 
a short walk from our studio here in Bush Hou se and it has again bee~ 
the venue for the London Film Festival . Festivals give distributors 
and critics the chance to see what new films are available. In this 
thirtieth London Film Festival, among some t wo hundred or so that , 
according to the Festival Director , made a "fair representation of 
current world cinema" there were five films f rom Africa a nd producer 
Florence Akst has been to see them all. How did this year ' s African 
films compare with other years Florence? 

FLORENCE AKST 

This year there was quite a lot of diversity , each film was quite distinct 
and from different parts of Africa. It compared well with last year , 
certainly, as there wa s only one African film on displ ay although a few 
years ago we had up to nine and it would be good to see a larger number 
of films from Africa in the London Film Festival. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Now what was the highlight of the showing? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Well for me ther e were three highlights. Ther e were t hree really out
standing films. ' Man of Africa ' a film we have talked about in this 
programme before. It is an old film but had never been shown unti l 
this year . It was made in the early ' S0 ' s in Uganda by an English film 
team and made entirely with Ugandans and about Uganda which for those 
days was rare so it has an historica l value . Another film 
' The Happy Valley' is more traditional although it was made this time in 
Kenya, it was made by British Film makers about English peopl e in Kenya. 
The story is an old one about e xiled wealthy aristocrats who lived 
somewhere called the Happy Valley in Kenya in the 1940 ' s. They lived 
an absoloutely desolute life , in fact one of them ended up being murder ed, 
and this true story has been filmed with the help of a woman who was 
a child at the time. 
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And it is seen through the eyes of a child and this child has a 
strength and a warmth that the adults lack and she is in fact very close 
to the Kenyans. She's the only one who sees the servants as people 
and talks in Swahili to the local people and obviously is in love with 
Kenya. The third film is a Malian film and the title in Bambara is 
'Nyamanton ' which is translated into 'Lessons from the Garbage'. 
Although that is rather an unpleasant-sounding title it was a delightful 
film about children in Bamako and, although not a comedy , was most 
amusing . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now how about the other two? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Ah, well ... one of them was from Sudan, from Port Sudan and it's called 
'Paradise Slum' and is about the lives and aspirations of ordinary 
women there living in some poverty. It was full of interest but very 
poorly made. I really thought it lacked all construction and so became 
quite boring although the subject should have been interesting. It was 
made by a German woman director. The Tunisian film 'Man of Ashes ' 
has already gained awards - I was l ooking forward to it. It is a 
beautiful film but the subject I found quite distasteful in that it was 
about useless lives. The young men in the film had their natures 
destroyed by the experience of rape when they were little boys but all 
you could give them was pity because they seemed to be quite aimless and 
unabl e to face up to real life. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now, out of the three films which caught your eye, which was your favourite? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Oh ' Lessons from the Garbage ' without any doubt! It was a fi lm which 
gripped the whole audience and we were laughing when the film-maker 
who is Cheick Oumar Sissoko wanted us to laugh and quiet when he had a 
message to get over because it wasn't a comedy it had a serious message 
about the tremendous lack of resources and the great needs of the poor 
people in Mali , particularly in Bamako. But with children as the main 
actors , they were so engaging - street-wise not clean and shining by 
any means but full of life and imagination and playfullness as well as 
tremendous sadness. They a r e striving to get enough money together to 
go to school. The little girl goes into the city to sell oranges and 
the little boy with a mate of his from down the road get a cart and go 
round collecting garbage from houses and negotiating with the woman of 
the house how much she will pay them. There is a very amusing madam at 
the head of one household who is only in her early thirties but demands 
that her children never call her mother in front of anyone because she 
doesn't want to be thought of as the mother of children who are reaching 
their teens. The children not having enough money to go to school and 
a woman dying because there is no money for her hospital care, are 
quite savage and , as I say, have a very serious import . Interestingly , 
at the end of the film there were credits both to schools and to the main 
Bamako hospital for their willingness to take part in the film. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

How long was this film? 

FLORENCE AKST 

It was a full length, nearly two hours. A very good f i lm in colour with 
English sub- titles , lovely Malian music of the kora and very professionally 
made entirely by Malians. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The characters were actually Malians? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Oh all the actors and of course ordinary people filling in and the children 
(not professionals) - beautifully directed by Sissoko. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Did it look expensive? 

FLORENCE AKST 

Well it certainly didn't look cheap. But when you think that films can 
cost millions of pounds , this one was made for £13,000 - incredible! 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Marvellous. Well from the way you've been talking I can see I shall have 
to make sure I see 'Nyamanton' - 'Lessons from the Garbage'. Thank you 
Florence Akst for telling us about it. 

The trials and tribulations that beset African writers who want to see 
their work published are familiar. Writers in some countries are more 
fortunate than others. But if you're an author in the Central African 
Re9ublic and want to see your work in print you're faced with the hardest 
struggle of all as Elizabeth Blunt has been finding out. Bambote 
Nakornbo, who's gained an international reputation, had his work published 
in Canada: les Nouvelle Editions Africaines in Dakar and Editions Cle in 
Yaounde have published other CAR writers but Cyriaque Robert Yavouko 
has been telling Elizabeth about the current publishing situation within 
the country. He teaches at the University of Bangui where he's 
Vice Dean in the Faculty of Arts. 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

We have no publishing house here in Bangui. You can have manuscript s you 
can have something in your satchel but the important problem is to g e t 
it published in order to share your message with your public or your 
environment. As far as Central African literature is concerned this 
problem is crucial but now the few writers who have been published d 1d it 
outside and it is not easy because of editors. They are, let's say, 
traders. Generally they prefer writers who are already known in ord e r 
to sell easily their writings. The Central African literature is recent 
and this is its main problem. 
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ELIZABETH BLUNT 

you say it is recent, why has it taken so long to grow and develop here? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

Schooling began very recently in this country. It was after the Second 
World War that we can speak of mass school ing and the result is this 
late emergence of a corpus literature. If we compare the situation of 
the CAR and the situation, let's say, of Senegal and Cameroon, 
Senegalese literature or Cameroon literature began very early even at the 
end of the 19th century because of schooling, that also began there very 
early with the first missionaries. 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

Has it also been difficult at certain periods in modern times? 
For instance, under the Emperor Bokassa, did that kind of government make 
it difficult for writers? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

We can't deny the fact that it had an effect on the writers. As fa~-as 
my own situation is concerned, I finished my novel around 1978 . In 
French it is called 'Le Cre scule est Defie", that's ''A Challenge", 
if we are to translate it very freely. Many people told me not to 
let it be published because of the threat at that time but I said "no", 
that in that situation some people must make the necessary sacrifice 
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in order to let the voice of Central African literature be known and it is 
in this hard condition that this novel was published in 1979. At that time 
many people had manuscripts but they were afraid of being known as 
writers and if the message did not please the regime at that time the 
consequences might have been very rude . 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

You talk about people having manuscripts, do people here circulate their 
manuscripts to each other to read? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

By now you have many manuscripts in the film or theatre that are being 
played by students or by groups of younger people . Those manuscripts 
are not published, obviously, but the message is being passed through theatre 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

What sort of plays are they. What sort of things are they on, what a re 
they like? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

The general themes revolve around the Central African society. Let's say , 
the drunks being criticised, a polygamous life and the difficulties 
of employment and so on . 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

Comedy? 
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CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

Yes, generally comedy. 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

What sort of people come to see them? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

Generally, let's say the intellectuals, lecturers and teachers and mostly 
students. But by now some people come also to be interested as far as 
some plays are played in Sango, the national language of CAR. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Other writing - poetry and novels - is almost always in French. 
Pierre Sarni, Guy Mede and Gabriel Danzi have found outside publishers 
for their novels written in French which deal largely with the colonial 
and post colonial experience. 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

Mr Gabriel Danzi dealt with this s ame theme in his novel published last 
year. So he explored the situation created by the regime of Bokassa. 
It's in part honour of the population and the consequences on the 
cultural values . 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

That book was called? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

It's title is ' Le Crepuscule au bout de la Nuit', 'Twilight at the End 
of the Night ', something like that. 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

' Darkness before Dawn' perhaps? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

Yes , something like that, yes. 

ELIZABETH BLUNT 

So most of the books here are pictures of the society either past or 
present. Do you get more personal novels about people's own interior worlds, 
people 's own thoughts and emotions - a much more personal style of novel. 
Does that exist here? 

CYRIAQUE R. YAVOUKO 

No. The reason is quite simple. It is the first time people have had the 
opportunity to explore the past and their society, and I think that it 
will be a long time like that. So maybe we can easily understand the 
situation of trauma caused by the colonial regime and by the authoritarian 
regime of Bokassa. 
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The situation has a very important impact on CAR writers. The republic 
also wants writing to be developed because the public mostly is ignorant 
of what has been done since independence. So it is a kind of education 
of the people as far as their history and as far as their society is 
concerned. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Cyriaque Robert Yavouko was talking to Elizabeth Blunt. And there today's 
programme comes to an end. More next week of course. Until then this 
is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye. 


